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Abstract: The purpose of the study is to investigate the factors associated with the sustainable entrepreneurial intention on undergraduate students. In line with the sustainable development program, it observes the intention which is perceived by female students. Based on previous studies, four variables are determined, consisting of role models, entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial support, and green value. The female students of an economics faculty from one of the entrepreneurial universities in Jakarta were selected as the sample for the study. By using multiple regression, determinants of student intention was computed. Results are shown as follows: the perceived green value is able to predict the intention. Inversely, perceived role models, entrepreneurship education, and entrepreneurial support are insignificant. Understanding their perceptions within the concept of sustainable entrepreneurship is an important stage when designing the mechanism of triple bottom line implementation in the high education level, specifically in developing the entrepreneurial education.
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INTRODUCTION

The growth movement in the entrepreneurial sector has generated the risk probability in the environmental and social culture. An effort to balance between profit with environmental sustainability and social culture or local wisdom is needed as the foundation of entrepreneurship development. (Racelis, 2014) stated the main goal is creating the sustainable development through entrepreneurial activities. Entrepreneurial education has a substantial role to contribute to sustainable development improvement which actualizes through the sustainable-oriented learning system. (Patzelt and Shepherd, 2011) emphasized sustainable entrepreneurial activity is beneficial either to natural environment, communal environment, or economic development. Moreover, sustainable entrepreneurs anticipate the environmental shifting (Schaltegger and Wagner, 2011) and have roles in development of sustainable economy. Agree with Elkington’s view (Elkington, 1999), sustainable entrepreneurship controls the triple bottom line (TBL), so the entrepreneurs manage the balance among profit, people, and the earth. Therefore, the educational institution should be responsible to develop the entrepreneurial characters of students. Sustainable knowledge or ethics will assist students in making a decision while considering the triple bottom line in each stage of entrepreneurial processes.
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One of the successful keys of the entrepreneurial process is creativity. In the flashback to the Schumpeter in 1934, indicated that the entrepreneur innovates through the process of creative destruction (Fong et al., 2014; Majid and Koe, 2012). Creative process consists of plenty of phenomena, such as climate change, population growth, human life expectancy or scarcity of the biodiversity. Generally, entrepreneurs are expected to contribute to the economic growth, innovation, and employment. It is needed the entrepreneur orientation in improving the entrepreneurial intention (Koe, 2016), specifically in sustainability issues (Kuckertz and Wagner, 2010). Finally, the aspirant entrepreneurs will evaluate the TBL’s gap for each of the business opportunities. The sustainability of the economic system is related to the ecology aspect and sustainable development. Therefore, the entrepreneurship development ought to be relevant to the aspects. It should review how far the entrepreneurial education introduces the principles of sustainability to students. Thereby, they will desire to create the sustainable innovation and run the sustainability entrepreneurship in the future. Relevant with (Bhatnagar et al., 2013), (Braun, 2010), female students are rated potentially to be entrepreneurs who are inspiring in their surroundings.

Based on the previous studies e.g., (Kaijun and Shohihah, 2015), (Denanyoh et al., 2015), (Kartika and Ida, 2017), (Gerard and Saleh, 2011), (Turker and Selcuk, 2009), (Kennedy et al., 2003), (Kirkwood and Walton, 2010), (Kirkwood et al., 2014) are developed a model of entrepreneurial intention. Furthermore, the theory of planned behavior (TPB) is used to analyze the relation between entrepreneurship education, perceived role models, entrepreneurial support, and green value toward sustainable entrepreneurial intention. These determinants are inherent in a student’s activity and psychology while learning entrepreneurship. It could be concluded that the research questions are as follows:
1. Is there a relation between each factor to sustainable entrepreneurial intention among female students?
2. How to encourage the implementation of the values’ sustainable development in the entrepreneurial education system?

Concerning to the questions, the main objective of this study is to determine the dominant factor of the students’ intention in the sustainable entrepreneurship. Therefore, it could design the mechanism of implementation of triple bottom line in the development of entrepreneurial education. Thereby, the novelty is to explore the entrepreneurial intention from sustainability framework, specifically in the entrepreneurial university students.

THEORETICAL REVIEW

Sustainable Development and Sustainable Entrepreneurship. According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), sustainable development was defined as “The development that meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs” (Strange and Bayley, 2008). The definition was cited from the report of World Commission on Environment Development (WCED) in 1987 (Majid et al., 2017), (Alhaddi, 2015). Corresponding to the model, the way to maintain future sustainability requires creativity to
commit to nature conservation and social culture or local wisdom as an approach in the entrepreneurship development. Along with the environmental dynamics nowadays, entrepreneurship approach has also been progressing and shifting.

First, in 1934 Schumpeter stated about the innovative process of creative destruction (Fong et al., 2014; Majid and Koe, 2012; Schaltegger and Wagner, 2011). Entrepreneurs continuously innovate based on the environmental challenges either the change of climate, scarcity of biodiversity, or scarcity of water. Those degradations indeed become a trigger of entrepreneurs’ creativity in the future. Second, in the 1970s, Harvard Business Review became a pioneer in the ecological movement which was represented by Quinn in 1971 and Elkington and Burke in 1989 argued that innovative business as the prospect and solution for the environment (Schaper, 2002). Third, in the 1990s, there were some research development models about eco-entrepreneurship, green entrepreneurship or environmental business. The entrepreneurial model is improved to the double bottom line, namely eco-entrepreneurship. Further studies were done by (Abina et al., 2015), (Kotchen, 2009), (Taylor and Walley, 2004), and others. Fourth, some of sustainable entrepreneurship studies have progressed, such as (Cohen and Win, 2007), (Schlage, 2009), (Patzelt and Shepherd, 2011), (Bell and Stellingwerf, 2012), (Majid and Koe, 2012), (Koe et al., 2014), (Majid et al., 2017), (Belz and Binder, 2017), and others. Along with the research progressing, sustainable entrepreneurship has become a synergy of aligning entrepreneurship program and sustainable development.

The consideration of sustainable development principles will cause the utilization of natural resources. They will also consider the balancing of the goals among profit, social, and ecology. The scarcity of natural resources could be handled by the concern on among sustainable. Agree with (Singh, 2009) initiated mind-sets shifting from the traditional model-based to the greening tomorrow market. It is similar to the green business concept. It means the implementation of environmentally sustainable concept triggers the corporate sustainability which becomes a competitive advantage for each corporate. In line with (Tilley and Young, 2009), (McEwen, 2013), sustainable entrepreneurship is defined as a business model which integrated the triple domains of the sustainable development. Concerning to the statement in the business approach, the red line of some definitions the sustainable entrepreneurship are described on Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Hockerts and Wustenhagen, 2010)</td>
<td>Sustainable entrepreneurship is the discovery and exploitation of economic opportunities through the generation of market disequilibria that initiate the transformation of a sector towards a sustainable environment and society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pacheco et al., 2010)</td>
<td>Sustainable entrepreneurship as the discovery, creation, evaluation, and exploitation of opportunities to create future goods and services that is consistent with sustainable development goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Patzelt and Shepherd, 2010)</td>
<td>Sustainable entrepreneurship is the discovery, creation, exploitation of opportunities to create future goods and services that sustain the natural and/ or communal environment and provide development gain for others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (Shepherd and Young, 2010) | Sustainable entrepreneurship is focused on the preservation of nature, life 

Table 1. Definition of Sustainable Entrepreneurship
Briefly, there are same relatively to define the sustainable entrepreneurship. Several statements on Table 1, conclude that sustainable entrepreneur activity is not only limited to the creation of product and service but also including the commitment and the environment equality. Therefore, business orientation is pioneered by two bottom line stages, progresses to triple bottom line. The progress is relevant to the convergent process model which was created by (Belz and Binder, 2017). It is relevant to the previous statement of (Choi and Gray, 2008) that sustainable entrepreneurship creates profitable enterprises and achieves certain environmental and social objectives. The process in pursuing ideas is often referred to as the double bottom-line or triple bottom-line. Thus, the integration of domains in the TBL creates the sustainability value for entrepreneurs and surroundings (Evans et al., 2016). By the reason, the business innovation must ensure the sustainability practices in seizing welfare without ignoring the need of the future generations.

**Entrepreneurial Intention and Theory of Planned Behavior.** In general, by (Bird, 1988) intention was defined as the state of mind directing a person’s attention and actions toward a specific object (goal) or a path in order to achieve something. According to (Ajzen, 1991) intention was defined as the indication of how hard people are willing to try or how much an effort they are planning to exert, in order to perform a behavior. Then, (Lee and Wong, 2004) stated entrepreneurial intention as an early step in a long process to start a new venture. It is as the state of mind leads to attract and influence to act in specific purpose or as the indication how strong the effort to achieve the objectives. Then, (Remeikiene et al., 2013) said the entrepreneurship intention serves as growing conscious state of mind that a person desires to start a new enterprise or to create new core value in existing organization. Thereby, intention is as the desire to create a new core value. Eventually, sustainable development will become a value or spirit for entrepreneurs. Along with the sustainability issues, intention is the long-term commitment in planning and introducing new venture. Therefore, this commitment could be realized by developing sustainability through triple bottom line. It is not a matter of profit, but entrepreneurs ought to be care with environmental and society problems.

According to Ajzen, intention will be part of behavior which is formed by an attitude toward the, social norm, and perceived al control (Majid et al., 2017), (Maresch et al., 2015), (Koe and Majid, 2014). (Nishimura and Tristan, 2011) stated “The theory of planned behavior is based on the assumption that human beings usually behave in a sensible manner, that they take account of available information, considering either the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patzeld, 2011</td>
<td>support, and community in the pursuit of perceived opportunities to bring into existence future products, processes, and services for gain, where gain is broadly construed to include economic and non-economic gains to individuals, the economy, and society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Schaltegger and Wagner, 2011)</td>
<td>Sustainable entrepreneurship can thus be described as an innovative, market-oriented and personality driven in creating value by an environmentally or socially breakthrough in beneficial markets or institutional innovations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: (Bell and Stellingwerf, 2012) (Binder and Belz, 2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.**
implicit or explicit implications of their actions”. Furthermore, (Linan and Chen, 2006) identified three factors of intention, namely: (1) Attitude toward refers to the degree to which the individual holds a positive or negative personal valuation about being an entrepreneur. The determinants show that the individuals believe in assessing people either in a positive or negative way to entrepreneurship. (2) Social norm to measure the perceived social pressure to carry out or not to carry out that entrepreneurial. This determinant becomes a social trigger to do or not the entrepreneurial activity. (3) Perceived al control would be defined as the perception of the easiness or difficulty in the fulfilment of the behavior of interest (becoming an entrepreneur). The determinants show the level of belief either in easiness or difficulty while executing the entrepreneurship activity or the belief in controlling entrepreneurs’ personality. Thus, the purpose of the using of TPB in the study is to capture the sensible manner of students interesting toward maintaining the sustainability in future.

Along with the improving the sustainable development in the entrepreneurial sector, the studies of entrepreneurial intention progress to the sustainability entrepreneurship. The broadening of intention is to overcome the environmental problems and social culture’s gab. The previous studies were investigated by, e.g., (Linan 2008) in Spain, (Turker and Selcuk, 2009) in Turkey, (Ismail et al., 2009) in Malaysia, (Astuti and Martdianty, 2012) in Indonesia, (Gerard and Saleh, 2011) in Tehran, (Denanyoh et al., 2015) in Ghana, (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015) in China and Indonesia, (Koe et al., 2014) in Greek. Those studies have not been improved on sustainability issues. Therefore, the progressing model will investigate the intention of students to the sustainable entrepreneurship. The list of references in the sustainable entrepreneurial intention are detailed on table below.

### Table 2. The Research of Sustainable Entrepreneurial Intention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Abina et al., 2015)</td>
<td>The impact environment concern, entrepreneurial education, self-efficacy, perceived barrier to entry, perceived support, and experience toward eco-entrepreneurial intention.</td>
<td>250 students at the university in Ilorin and Malete, Nigeria</td>
<td>Environment concern, perceived barrier to entry, and perceived support are significant to eco-entrepreneurial intention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kartika and Ida, 2017)</td>
<td>The impact education support, structural support, formal networking, informal networking, green value, prior experience, and role model to eco-entrepreneurial intention.</td>
<td>400 students at one of entrepreneurial university in Jakarta</td>
<td>Structural support, formal networking, informal networking, green value, and prior experience are significant to eco-entrepreneurial intention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Koe et al., 2014)</td>
<td>The relation of sustainability attitude, social norm, perceived desirability, and perceived feasibility toward</td>
<td>256 SMEs in Malaysia</td>
<td>Four determinants are significant to propensity for sustainable entrepreneurship.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
propensity for sustainable entrepreneurship.  

(Koe and Majid, 2014)  
The correlation of time orientation, sustainable orientation, social norm to intention of sustainable entrepreneurship.  
404 SMEs in Malaysia  
Determinants are significant to propensity for sustainable entrepreneurship.

(Koe et al., 2015)  
The effect of sustainability attitude, social norm, perceived desirability, and perceived feasibility toward propensity for sustainable entrepreneurship.  
404 SMEs in Malaysia.  
Four determinants are significant to propensity for sustainable entrepreneurship.

(Majid et al., 2017)  
The mediation effect among sustainable value, sustainable attitude, social norm, and government legislation to the intention toward sustainable entrepreneurship.  
404 SMEs in Malaysia  
Sustainable value, sustainable attitude, social norm and governmental legislation are significant to intention.

Source: (Summarized by authors, 2018)

Table 2. shows the broadening conceptual of sustainable entrepreneurial intention. It illustrates the progressing of eco-entrepreneurial intention on students by (Abina et al., 2015), (Kartika and Ida, 2017) until the framework of sustainable entrepreneurial intention on business practices, e.g., (Koe et al., 2014), (Koe and Majid, 2014), (Koe et al., 2015), (Majid et al., 2017). Based on the descriptions are developed as a research model of intention on the entrepreneurial students. Consistently to the theory of planned behavior and previous researches, the hypothesis development will be discussed in the next section.

The Development of Hypothesis. Role models are considered as the factors in influencing the college students’ intention. If the existence of role models could form the attitude and self-efficacy in person then it will form the interest to become a follower to its’ role model in attitude context (Krueger et al., 2000). From the view of social learning theory by Bandura, the existence of role model consists of three benefits such as: provide learning, motivation, and inspiration and help individuals define their self-concept (Karimi et al., 2014). According to (Quimby and DeSantis, 2006), (Karimi et al., 2014), women indeed need more role models than men in choosing and referencing career. Formerly, (Kennedy et al., 2003), in executing a business, college students need a role model from parents, friends, experts, public figures, or lecturers. A role model acts as the inspiration of entrepreneurs. Therefore, it could be a consideration to examine the entrepreneurial intention. The belief in mentoring impacts to the attitude towards sustainability in themselves. Reciprocally, it will trigger business model attractiveness in sustainable development-oriented. According to the mechanism, the first hypothesis (H1) is: Perceived role models relate to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention.
In ordinary entrepreneurship approach, studies of (Maresch et al., 2015), (Denanyoh, Adjei, and Nyemekye, 2015), found that entrepreneurship education affect to the intention positively. Entrepreneurship education is one of the accesses to entrepreneurial skill and knowledge. Entrepreneurship is taught to college students with the purpose of triggering the entrepreneurship intention through educational support. (Gerard and Saleh, 2011) identified this relation in Teheran, while (Turker and Selcuk, 2009) had a similar conclusion in Turkey. (Ismail, Khalid, and Othman, 2009), identified entrepreneurship course is significantly related to college students’ intention in Malaysia. (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015) found the impact of entrepreneurial education on entrepreneurial intention in China’s college students, specifically on the perceived behaviour control. Otherwise, it did not occur in Indonesia. In the eco-entrepreneurship view (Abina et al., 2015), (Kartika and Ida, 2017), indicated an insignificant relation between entrepreneurial education and eco-entrepreneurial intention. (McEwen, 2013) stated the entrepreneurship education not only attracts interest but also introduces college students to sustainable entrepreneurship as solution for the environmental changes. Education system or entrepreneurship learning will affect the perceived entrepreneurship education. Meanwhile, the perception form an attitude on sustainability, thinking on sustainability, and developing self-efficacy. Therefore, students are interested to consider the TBL as the spirit of executing business. Relevant to the mechanism, second hypothesis (H2) is: Entrepreneurship education relates to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention.

Previous studies such as (Gerard and Saleh, 2011), (Turker and Selcuk, 2009), and (Ismail, Khalid, and Othman, 2009) identified the relation between entrepreneurial support and intention. (Gerard and Saleh, 2011) used informal networking as the intention predictor. (Turker and Selcuk, 2009), (Denanyoh et al., 2015) stated that relational or structural support serves as a determinant of intention. Studies of (Kartika and Ida, 2017), (Abina et al., 2015), found a significant impact of perceived support on eco-entrepreneurial intention. Therefore, greater trust in cooperation will attract more interest in starting and developing a new venture. Based on prior studies, the perception of support and network in eco-friendly business will trigger students’ intention on the sustainable entrepreneurship. Perceived entrepreneurial support is similar to social norm in planned behaviour theory. Basically, social norm is needed by students to build a business, inversely, those who have an internal locus of control tend to strongly neglect the opinions and do not have the concern about social norm. Especially to build business with local wisdom traditions, the belief on environmental and sustainability support will affect the attitude or personal valuation on sustainability, form social pressure on sustainability and self-efficacy. Therefore, students are interested to consider the TBL as the spirit to execute business. Relevant to the mechanism, the third hypothesis (H3) is: Perceived entrepreneurial support relates to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention.

Lastly, perceived green value determines the sustainable entrepreneurial intention. According to (Ng and Burke, 2010), social value was one of predictor student sustainable business attitudes in western United State. In accordance with Robin and Judge, value is the basic conviction of specific mode. While the meaning of green is to apply environment value to the benefit of the people and the earth. Based on (Kirkwood and Walton, 2010), (Kirkwood, Dwyer, and Walton, 2014), one of the motivations in eco-entrepreneur is caused by ethics or green value. While women are assumed to be more potential to
succeed in their eco-entrepreneurship (Bhatnagar et al., 2013). Based on logics, students who tend to have green value have more interest in relevant business on sustainable development. Based on the view of psychology aspect, value refers to attitude, motivation, perception, and behaviour. In the double bottom line’s concept, (Abina et al., 2015), (Kartika and Ida, 2017) concluded that perceived environment concern impacts on eco-entrepreneurial intention. Referring to (Kirkwood and Walton, 2010), (Abina et al., 2015), (Kartika and Ida, 2017), there is a relation between perceived green values and sustainable entrepreneurial intention. Values or ethics in the eco-friendly environment has a positive impact on attitude, motivation, perception, and entrepreneurial behaviour. Through motivation, it will impact attitude on sustainability, social pressure on sustainability and controlling behaviour to attract interest in sustainable entrepreneurship. Relevant to the mechanism, the fourth hypothesis (H4) is: Perceived green value relates to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention.

METHODOLOGY

The population are the female students of the Faculty of Economics in Tarumanagara University. The respondents consist of 300 female students in the Management Program which passes the basic of entrepreneurship class. This research used stratified random sampling as its sample selection method from the year of 2013-2015. These three years sampling comprised of an active college students who have sufficient entrepreneurship conceptual knowledge. The total sample of this research consists of 100 students each year which means a total of 300 students as the sample. The process of collecting data was done from October to December 2016. Female students in the selected sample Agree with (Bhatnagar et al., 2013) who stated that females tend to have high motivation in executing eco-friendly business, and had stronger environment attitude (Braun, 2010). According to (Harris and Gibson, 2008), the business management program’s students tend to have stronger entrepreneurial attitudes than those of the non-business management. (Astuti and Martdianty, 2012) concluded that the TPB forms less entrepreneurial intention of non-business management students. Relevant to the previous studies who set the model of sustainable entrepreneurial intention for female students in the entrepreneurial university.

The sustainable entrepreneurial intention (SEI) is measured by the entrepreneurial intention questionnaire which is adopted from (Linan and Chen, 2006), (Koe and Majid, 2014). It consists of five indicators as follows: (1) I am ready to do anything to be an entrepreneur. (2) My professional goal is to be an entrepreneur. (3) I will make every effort to start and run my own firm. (4) I am determined to create a firm in the future. (5) I have got the firm intention to start a firm someday. The indicator of perceived role models (PRM) consists of three items which are adopted from (Kennedy et al., 2003). Perceived entrepreneurial support (PES) consists of three items as referred by (Linan and Chen, 2006). Entrepreneurship education (EDU) consists of three items as referred by (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015) and (Gelard and Saleh, 2011). Finally, Perceived green value (PGV) consists of three items which are arranged by (Kirkwood and Walton, 2010). The items are presented to be a questionnaire with a scale of 1 (not strongly agree) to 4 (strongly agree).
The accuracy of instruments refers to the value of cross loading, Cronbach’s Alpha and composite reliability (Zikmund and Babin, 2010). The minimum criteria value of composite reliability is 0.60 for exploratory research (Hock and Ringle, 2006) while 0.70 for confirmatory research (Henseler et al., 2012). The Smart PLS program is used to analyze the relation between variables and instrument feasibility.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The Result of Statistical Tests. The profile of respondents comprises of (1) Female students from 24 cities in Indonesia with 195 from Jakarta, while the others from various cities such as Medan, Riau, Jambi, Belitung, Pontianak, Palembang, Bali, Banten, Bagansiapiapi, Manado, Jayapura, Padang, Sibolga, and others. (2) Approximately 84% of respondents do not have a business, while 9% of them have started a business, and the remaining others are executing the family business. Even though the respondents do not have enough courage in starting a business, most of them are interested in the triple bottom line implementation in entrepreneurship. That attractiveness could be led by intuition to introduce the sustainable entrepreneurship. (3) Most types of business are online shop 19%, culinary 17%, food and retail 13%, and beauty salon 4%. The other types of business are bakery, barber shop, beverage, catering, education, florist, and clothing. These businesses are identical to passion, talent, or trend. These kinds of business could be developed to prepare a business plan for the entrepreneur week event. As entrepreneurial university, the institution provides a variety of programs to support students entrepreneurship skill such as: regularly organizing annual conference, entrepreneur week, business case competition, new venture exhibition, and others.

![Diagram](source_url)
Figure 1. indicates that the majority of the value of discriminant validity are above 0.70. The strongest validity among sustainable entrepreneurial intention (SEI) indicators is SEI4 and SEI3 with a value of 0.792 and the minimum value is 0.711 on SEI5. The most valid one in role model indicator is PRM2 (0.892), while PRM3 has the lowest validity of 0.607. The strongest validity in entrepreneurship education (EDU) indicator is EDU1 (0.914), while the lowest is EDU3 (0.803). The strongest validity in perceived entrepreneurial support (PES) indicator is PES2 and PES3 with a value of 0.884, while the minimum one is 0.801. The strongest validity in perceived green value (PGV) indicator is PGV2 (0.884), while the minimum one is PGV1 (0.784). The result shows that all of the indicators are valid to measure the five contracts. The value of Cronbach’s Alpha is above 0.70: SEI (0.814), PRM (0.736), EDU (0.835), PES (0.821), and PGV (0.774). While for the reliability testing, the result shows the composite reliability value on SEI (0.871), PRM (0.852), EDU (0.899), PES (0.892), and PGV (0.869). In line with the overall testing, the indicators are stated as valid and reliable to measure contract. The value of NFI is 0.744. It indicates that the data used in this research represent close to the fact. Furthermore, the result of the testing identifies the value of $R^2$ is 0.309 which indicates that the four determinants could contribute to explain sustainable entrepreneurial intention as much as 30.90%, while 69.10% is influenced by other factors. To trigger more interest in sustainable entrepreneurship, it needs to include other variables. The greatest coefficient is perceived green value which influences positively as much as 0.463. While perceived role models and entrepreneurial support influence insignificantly to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention. Entrepreneurship education influences insignificantly negative to SEI. It means the education orientation tends to trigger entrepreneurship in general. It has not inversely led to sustainable entrepreneurship.

Table 3. Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>SEI</th>
<th>PRM</th>
<th>EDU</th>
<th>PES</th>
<th>PGV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGV</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (the output of Smart PLS, 2018)

Table 3. indicates that the correlation value between each independent variable is relatively low, so that it can be concluded that it does not contain multicollinearity in the model. One of the greatest correlation value is 0.526 between PGV and SEI, while the path value is 0.463 (see Figure 1). Then, the contribution of PGV is 0.244 ($0.526 \times 0.463$) to SEI. It means if PGV increases one percent, it will make sustainable entrepreneurship intention increases 0.244. When it is compared with the correlation between PES and SEI, the contribution of PES is 0.055 ($0.323 \times 0.170$) to the intention. It indicates the smaller value of perceived entrepreneurial support than perceived of green value to the intention of sustainable entrepreneurship. Therefore, the perceived of green value as the greatest
contribution to the value of R square. The same computation is used to calculate the values of other coefficients of the intention determinants.

Figure 2 shows the greatest value of the t-test is 3.400 on the path between PGV to the intention. It could be concluded that the fourth hypothesis (H4) is accepted, while H1 to H3 are insignificant to the intention. The influence of perceived green value significantly attracts the interest of female students. The factor of interest is dominated by the female students’ psychology. The green value is influenced by belief, family or community surroundings who concern about sustainable development. In line with the theory of planned behaviour, value or ethics will have impact on attitude, motivation, perception, and entrepreneurial behaviour. Through motivation, it will improve the attitude toward sustainability, pressure on social sustainability, and control the behaviour to attract students to sustainable entrepreneurship. The perception of green value is the basic for synergizing the entrepreneurial education system appropriate with environmental development.

Figure 2. The Result of the t-Test in SEI Model
(Source: the output of Smart PLS, 2018)

Concerning to Figure 2, other determinants are not significant to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention. In other word, the perceived of role models, education support, and entrepreneurial support haven’t effected significantly to the students intention. It means the majority of entrepreneurial students do not meet the insight from the programs. In fostering the behaviour, institution ought to collaborate with stakeholders and invites famous people, professional speakers or environmental experts which commit to the sustainability issues in Indonesia. Through the mechanism, the institution will create the entrepreneurial ecosystem for students, specifically in creating the sustainability circles.
Table 4. illustrates the descriptive statistics of perceived green value indicators. Both support the finding that perceived green value has significantly positive influence on sustainable entrepreneurial intention. The perception of green value is represented by lifestyle, spirit to educate society or community, and the willingness to cooperate with the government or community to socialize the sustainability program. Those responses represent the mindset of double bottom line in the business implementation. In other word, female students are expected to balance the economics aspect with the environmental aspect, then the tendency will be executing the eco-entrepreneurship or green entrepreneurship.

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of PGV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Stand. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuously seek the best way to make business activity prosperous enough for the environment and the community (PGV1)</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willing to share the value of eco-friendly environment to those who need the sustainable environmental information (PGV2)</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willing to educate society or community to preserve the environment (PGV3)</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>.543</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (the output of Smart PLS, 2018)

Based on the information, the results are relevant to the previous study in purchasing behaviour, e.g., (Chen and Chang, 2012), (Rahardjo, 2015), which found the significant impact the green perceived value toward green purchase intention. Other study also proved significant influenced the green perceived value toward green awareness (Syarifudin and Alamsyah, 2017). It signs the growing of awareness or interesting the young people in the sustainability issues. Accordance with (Lotfī et al., 2018), stated that in the emerging green market or green product, entrepreneurs ought to grab the opportunities. Thereby, propensity to sustainable entrepreneurship will ensure the potential to capture the moments. The outcomes of researches can be utilized to foster the knowledge and education in promoting the triple bottom line in the other areas.

DISCUSSION

Understanding the sustainable entrepreneurship. What is the sustainable entrepreneurship? Accordance with statement of sustainable development which is defined as development that meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs, the synergizing the sustainability programs into the business models are progressed to become the sustainable entrepreneurship. The thought was created by Brundtland Commission in 1987. The groundbreaking of concept is to keep the progress of economic development without decreasing natural resources or destroying environment. Thereafter, along thirty two years, statement of sustainability has
implemented in economic development, specifically in entrepreneurship development areas. The fundamental of thinking the model considers the triple pillars which were coined by (Elkington, 1997). Thereby, existence of sustainable entrepreneurship controls the triple bottom line, so the role of entrepreneurs is to manage the balancing among earth, people, and profit.

Based on Elkington, the sustainable entrepreneurship is constructed by triple domains consist of environmental, social culture, and economic. (Majid and Koe, 2012) develops harmony among four domains such as cultural diversity, social equity, environmental responsibility, economic viability. (Racelis, 2014) introduced the quintuple bottom line such as economic, social, ecological, cultural, and ethical. Although, the domains grow to five aspects, but (Belz and Binder, 2017) back to the three domains. They are done gradually from double to the triple bottom line. In understanding the mechanism for entrepreneurial students learn about sustainable entrepreneurship, the development of domain in sustainable entrepreneurship prefer to shift from double to the triple bottom line. The simplifying of domains will be easy for students when understanding the sustainability business.

Briefly, there are some differences to describe the sustainable entrepreneurship. (Dean and McMullen, 2007) identified the process of finding the economic opportunity which occurred from the market failure. (Cohen and Winn, 2007) emphasized the important means in examining market opportunity before creating products and services. (Patzeld and Shepherd, 2011) showed a form of concern in nature conservation that supports each life and community. (Hockerts and Wustenhagen, 2010) emphasized the essential of seizing economics opportunity through environment, social shifting and sustainability. (Schaltegger and Wagner, 2011) stated creating value through innovative, market-oriented, and personality. The statements concludes that sustainable entrepreneur activities are not only limited to the creation of product and service but also including the commitment and the environment equality. Basically, it needs commitment, consciousness, responsibilities, and integrity to startup the sustainable business. When sustainability determinants are generated in the entrepreneurial students, so it is not easy to understand the sustainability business model. For the reason, the purpose of study emphasizes to identify the interesting of students toward sustainability business. There is a shifting study from the ordinary entrepreneurship model, e.g., (Linan, 2008); (Linan et al., 2013); (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015); (Gerard and Saleh, 2011); (Turker and Selcuk, 2009); (Ismail et al., 2009) to become a new framework of sustainability, e.g., (Koe et al., 2014), (Koe and Majid, 2014), (Koe et al., 2015), (Koe, 2016), (Majid et al., 2017). Therefore, the role of eco-entrepreneurship or green entrepreneurship model is as a bridge in progressing of the entrepreneurial approach, e.g., (Taylor and Walley, 2004), (Kochen, 2009), (Kirkwood and Walton, 2010), (Abina et al., 2015), (Kartika and Ida, 2017).

Understanding the Intention of Sustainable Entrepreneurship. Despite of having a lot of literatures, but intention is valuable in the behavioural studies. In this field, it is as a cognitive perspective. Because it represents an attempt to understand the formation of new ventures and the underlying structures and processes (Linan et al., 2013). Study of intention has been developed in any areas. TPB relates to the human behaviour, therefore, it is used to analyze the relation of determinants toward sustainable entrepreneurial
intention. The entrepreneurs or nascent entrepreneurs find many challenges in running their business. Moreover, they will confront to problems when the interest to sustainability business models. The study focus to intention when understanding the process of the new venture formation, specifically their perception in the sustainability issues. For predicting the intention, determined by entrepreneurship education, perceived role models, entrepreneurial support, and green value.

Intention in sustainable entrepreneurship is as desire to practice of starting new business that are profitable and based on goods and services that respect to the environmental benefit and preserve the social culture or local wisdom in the surroundings of entrepreneurs. It reflects the indication of how hard people willing to try the business models in line with sustainability. TPB explains that the human behaviour is as a result from their intention. Thus, intention is as predictor for human behaviour. Based on theory, the intention of sustainable entrepreneurship determines the students’ behaviour toward sustainability. Therefore, in the long-term commitment students will prepare and realize their business model appropriate with the principals of sustainable development. For instance, Table 4 shows the perception of students toward the intention on sustainable entrepreneurship. Items are responded in agree with the strongly agree by students. They illustrate the desire to start new business with respecting to environmental benefit and preserve social culture (local wisdom) in Indonesia.

**Theoretical Implementation.** The first purpose is to determine the dominant factor of the students’ intention in the sustainable entrepreneurship. The results show as follows: **Firstly,** Perceived role models are estimated to have insignificant relation to the sustainable entrepreneurial intention for female students. Who are the role models? According to (Nauta and Kokaly, 2000), define: “role models are people, who either by doing something or by being admirable to you in one or more ways, have had an impact on the academic and career decisions you are making in your life. Role models may be people you know personality, or they may be people you simply know of who have had an impact on you” (Kennedy et al., 2003). In line with definition, existence of role models are needed in processing of new venture formation.

Actually, the result differs with (Karimi et al., 2014) which proved the entrepreneurial role models influence to the entrepreneurial student intentions. In Karimi’s study, the existence of role models able to form the attitude, social norms, and perceived controls in female students. In understanding this study, the role models are able to explain the intention. Beside, (Kennedy et al., 2003) concluded that in executing a business, college students need a role model from parents, friends, experts, public figures, or lecturers. Thereby, a role model acts as the inspiration of entrepreneurs. Conceptually, entrepreneurial role models should supports the potential of intentions models for predicting new venture creation. Contrarily, the result shows the family environment, lecture’s project or public figure less to inspire to become sustainability entrepreneur.

Why the determinant is not significant to intention? For explaining the result, it is used the study by (Krueger et al., 2000). Entrepreneurial role models only weakly predict the future the sustainable entrepreneurial intention. They are not considered as the factors in influencing the college students’ intention. In other word, the existence of role models could not form the attitude and self-efficacy in entrepreneurial students, then they are not
interest to become a follower to their role model in attitude context. It means existence of family environmental, lecture’s project or public figure weakly impact to intention toward sustainability entrepreneurship. Moreover, sustainable entrepreneurship is a new business models for students, then they have not found the inspiring person become sustainable entrepreneurs. The institution could use the social learning theory from Bandura to foster role models performance in guiding the students.

**Secondly**, along with progressing the entrepreneurial education program in universities and promoting sustainable development for entrepreneurial students, so the result identifies insignificant effect between entrepreneurship education to the sustainable entrepreneurship intention. Basically, the most students get information and knowledge from entrepreneurial learning, but have not got enough support to execute a startup in sustainable entrepreneurship. Education orientation currently supports the entrepreneurship in general and it has not led to sustainable entrepreneurship. Whereas, entrepreneurship education is responsible to enhance the awareness, knowledge, skill, and value to students (McEwen, 2013). Sustainability-based curriculum support the implementation of sustainable entrepreneurship in the entrepreneurial education system. Basically, the institution gives information linkage to sustainable entrepreneurship, but in practice still emphasizes how to create awareness as entrepreneurs. Students tend to have less self-efficacy to finalize a project to be a startup, so this condition makes sustainable business ideas only a final examination.

Compared with (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015), in Indonesian case, education support is not significant to entrepreneurial intention. Contrarily, the impact is different to Chinese student. Therefore, the relation pattern of education to sustainable entrepreneurial is similar with (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015). Moreover, it is equal to prior study of eco-entrepreneurial student intention by (Kartika and Ida, 2017) in the same case in Indonesia or in compliance to (Abina et al., 2015) in Nigeria. The fact show entrepreneurial education only weakly to predict the future of sustainable entrepreneurial intention. In other word, it is not considered as a factor in influencing the intention. Basically, education support form attitude toward sustainable entrepreneurship, but the existence of education is not adequate to form social norm and perceived behavioral control for entrepreneurial students. Therefore, most students are not enough self-efficacy to start the sustainability business. However, institution must foster the role of education support to promote the sustainability business model. In line with (Kaijun and Sholihah, 2015) entrepreneurship education are categorized in three steps, as such (1) skills, (2) development of personal and social skills, (3) skills required for starting a business and financial. When improving the education program, so every stages have to synchronize with sustainable development programs.

**Thirdly**, Perceived entrepreneurial support insignificantly indicates that most of the students have not got family support or are not sure yet to collaborate with a partner or friends in executing sustainable entrepreneurship. Term of perceived entrepreneurial support is similar to social norm in TPB, family support (Denanyoh et al., 2015), social valuation (Linan and Chen, 2006), (Ng and Burke, 2010) or perceived support (Abina et al., 2015). In ordinary entrepreneurship context, the result is different with the prior studies of intention, e.g., (Turker and Selcuk, 2009), (Gelard and Saleh, 2011). Meanwhile, in eco-entrepreneurship approach, it is not equal to prior study by (Kartika
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and Ida, 2017) or (Abina et al., 2015). The result shows that the entrepreneurial support could only predict weakly the future of the sustainable entrepreneurial intention. It means most of students have not considered as the factors in influencing the intention to the sustainability business. Equal to the prior factor, basically, entrepreneurial support form attitude toward sustainable entrepreneurship, but the existence is not adequate to form social norm and perceived behavioral control for entrepreneurial students. Therefore, the impact of entrepreneurial support is not able to form the social pressure on sustainability, and weakly to foster the self-efficacy on sustainable entrepreneurship.

In the double bottom line’s concept, it is relevant with previous studies by (Kartika and Ida, 2017) and (Abina et al., 2015), which is proved the significantly impact of perceived support toward eco-entrepreneurial intention. However, in the triple bottom line’s concept, the pattern is not proven to intention. In fostering the students, institution could improve to the entrepreneurial support model (ESM) which designed by (Turker and Selcuk, 2009). In ordinary entrepreneurial context, the model is considered predominantly the impact of contextual factors on entrepreneurial intention. The entrepreneurial intention is taken as a function of educational, relational, and structural supports. Continuing the ESM, (Gerard and Saleh, 2011) are able to prove the education support, structural support, and formal networking are significant to entrepreneurial intention in Teheran. The existence of ESM is also proven by (Denanyoh et al., 2015) in Ghana. The next implementation, the ESM has to improve to the sustainable entrepreneurial support model.

Fourth, perceived green value is a significant predictor to sustainable entrepreneurial intention. As millennium generation, youth people aware to the environmental issues. Most of students understand the benefit of green for the people and the earth. Moreover, they have lifestyle to appreciate the value of eco-friendly environment and will collaborate with green community. The result is relevant to (Kirkwood and Walton, 2010), (Kirkwood et al., 2014) which the motivations of eco-entrepreneur is caused by ethics or green value. Accordance with TPB, the perceived of green value will form the attitude toward sustainable entrepreneurship, force the social pressure on sustainability issues, and create self-efficacy to start the eco-friendly business in the future. In the double bottom line’s concept, it is equal to (Kartika and Ida, 2017) and (Abina et al., 2015).

Relevant to (Bhatnagar et al., 2013), while women are assumed to be more potential to succeed in their eco-entrepreneurship. Previously, (Braun, 2010) concluded that female entrepreneurs have higher participating to the environmental attitude and commit to the green entrepreneurship program. Corresponding to Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), female is as the priority in gender equality. Thereby, the existence of woman entrepreneurs are expected to contribute either in economic or environmental development. Nevertheless, the role of women ought to contribute to balance among the triple bottom line’s goals. Based on logics, female students who tend to have green value have more interest in relevant business on sustainable development. For the reasons, female students are chosen as object to observe the intention, specifically in double bottom line’s view.

One approach to introduce sustainable entrepreneurship is through convergent process model (Belz and Binder, 2017). The model introduces six phases as follows: (1) Recognizing social or ecological problem, (2) Recognizing social or ecological
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opportunity, (3) Developing double bottom line solution, (4) Developing triple bottom line solution, (5) Funding and forming the sustainable enterprise, (6) Creating or entering to the sustainable market. The basic concept of sustainable entrepreneurship implementation is on the integration among ecological, social, and economic goals. It is not only focused on the simultaneous goals. The orientation will go gradually from the double bottom line, to focus on economic objective in ecology or economic objective in society. By the processes, entrepreneur’s aspirant will prepare to develop the pillars of sustainable entrepreneurship. These stages will be adapted to the readiness and ability of entrepreneur.

Students learn about how to create the value of sustainability business. For instance, according to (Evans et al., 2017), the sustainability values are created from triple aspects in the sustainable development. Those values are as follows: (1) Environmental value forms e.g., renewable resource, low emission, low waste, biodiversity, pollution prevention (air, water, land). (2) Social value forms e.g., equality and diversity, well-being, community development, secure livelihood, labor standard, health and safety. (3) Economic value forms e.g., profit, return on investment, financial resilience, long-term viability, business stability. Through the knowledge, students understand the process of creating value, then someday they will be desire to drive their business through sustainability values.

**Practical Implementation.** Next purpose is to design the mechanism of implementation of triple bottom line in the development of entrepreneurial education. Institution should review how far the entrepreneurial education introduces the principles of sustainability to students and ensure when it is starting to incubate the new ventures in the eco-entrepreneurship or sustainable entrepreneurship practices. Referring to (Dean and McMullen, 2007), (Cohen and Winn, 2007), (Pacheco et al., 2010) or (Patzeld and Shepherd, 2011), there are some similarities contents in the definition of sustainable entrepreneurship. The statement is the process of discovering, evaluating, and exploiting economic opportunities. It means the development of the sustainability business model requires the processes. Thus, in the process to discover, evaluate, and exploit the economic opportunities, students or nascent entrepreneurs need supporting from institution. Thereby, education system is strongly needed to contribute to sustainable development. For instance, support could be in the form of knowledge, coaching, information, training or financial support, so that students are able to arrange their ideas in line with double bottom line. Then, they improve to triple bottom line.

Accordance with the theory of planned behaviour, if education institution seriously commits to sustainable development, the learning model will push sustainability knowledge to students. Thereby, it will impact to the personal valuation on sustainability, social pressure on sustainability, and self-efficacy on sustainable entrepreneurship. Generally, the practical implementations for institution are as follows: (1) Through social learning theory from Bandura, institution ought to foster the insider stakeholders in providing learning, motivating students, and become be as inspiration and help individuals define their self-concept. (2) Collaborating between entrepreneurial education program and external stakeholders to engage in sustainable entrepreneurial support model (SESM). Stakeholders’ engagement is potentially to encourage students in sustainability or green business. (3) Collaborating alumnus to overcome the funding problems through the
sustainability crowd funding, overcome the challenges, and serve to capture the opportunities in green market for new ventures. (4) Synergizing between internal regulation and sustainable development, specifically in the sustainable entrepreneurial development. The synchronizing goals are done among center of entrepreneurial study, research roadmap, and strategic planning in education system. Through the collaboration, institution will actualize the purpose of integrity, professionalism, and entrepreneurship based on sustainability issues as a strategic planning in the future. (5) Collaborating with corporate social responsibility to incubate the new venture based on eco nor sustainable entrepreneurship. The collaborations are focused on technology development, recognizing market failure, managing sustainability innovation and risk taking. (6) Involving NGO’s e.g., Wahana Lingkungan Hidup to critically give aspiration about environmental and social culture preservation to students. It is a moment to campaign the benefit of eco-friendly business and create the insight for students.

CONCLUSION

Based on the observation on entrepreneurial female students, it is found the perceived green value has a significantly positive impact on the sustainable entrepreneurial intention, while the other variables are not significant. The results prove understanding of the positive perception about green value among female students and intention to the sustainable entrepreneurship. Along with emerging green market, eco-entrepreneurs or sustainable entrepreneurs ought to grab the opportunities. Basically, most of students have knowledge and experience in entrepreneurship. They have sense of the thinking of the double bottom line as business foundation. Nonetheless, it will be relatively difficult to implement the triple bottom line in startup process. The trend model has attracted college students as the potential way to arrange sustainability between economy and ecology or economy and society. The entrepreneurial education system ought to organize the knowledge about how to create innovation and to take the risk in running the green business. If education institution commits to sustainable development, it will consider sustainability for future generations. Therefore, students will get sufficient knowledge of each process in TBL implementation.

As a recommendation, it is necessary for entrepreneurial universities in Indonesia to appreciate the sustainable entrepreneurship. The education institutions can contributes to the government and world program to balance the goals of ecological, social, and economic. Understanding their perceptions is an important stage when it is designed to the mechanism of the TBL implementation in the high education level, specifically in the development of entrepreneurial education. There are some limitations of the study. For instance, the determinants include four independent variables, some other factors may have been overlooked. This study is not considered the mediating variable. Furthermore, the avenue for future research should include the sustainability attitude as mediating variable for sustainable entrepreneurial intention.
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